
 

Prom 25: Gabetta�BBCSO�Stasevska review � stirring
and spirited

Erica Jeal

Royal Albert Hall, LondonDalia Stasevska established a strong rapport with orchestra and audience
in fresh and fluid readings of Tchaikovsky and Sibelius, while Sol Gabetta gave shape and intimacy to
Mieczysław’s cello concerto

Wed 7 Aug 2019 07.42 EDT

T his was Dalia Stasevska’s debut as the BBC Symphony Orchestra’s new principal guest
conductor – an appointment that makes her, at 34, the first woman to hold a titled
conducting post at a major London orchestra. The players’ responsiveness to her
suggests a strong rapport already developing; the silence in a packed Royal Albert Hall
at the end of Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No 6 suggests that she can hold an audience in

her hand just as surely. It had been the bleakest of endings to a stirring performance of the
symphony, spirited and with a few edges left raw, its dark moments made more vivid by the
BBCSO players’ grittiness.

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/ericajeal
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2019/jan/25/dalia-stasevska-joins-bbc-symphony-orchestra-as-principal-guest-conductor


Opening the concert, Sibelius’s Karelia Suite had likewise sounded familiar yet fresh, the middle
movement fluid and pensive, the outer ones skipping along, feet barely touching the ground, the
orchestra always ready to move when Stasevska whipped things up.

Between these two there was something new, at least for London audiences: the Cello Concerto
by Mieczysław Weinberg, a more richly lyrical work than you might expect from the musically
proscriptive USSR of the 1950s. Sol Gabetta, who has recently been its champion, shaped the first
movement into one long, slowly blossoming melody, and whirled through the livelier passages,
even if the orchestra didn’t always share her urgency. The return to the opening music at the end
was movingly done. Her encore – Casals’s haunting arrangement of a Catalan folksong, for which
she was joined by three of the BBCSO cellists – was further proof that even the Albert Hall can feel
like an intimate venue if the performer gets it right.

Since you're here...
… we have a small favour to ask. More people, like you, are reading and supporting the Guardian’s
independent, investigative journalism than ever before. And unlike many news organisations, we
made the choice to keep our reporting open for all, regardless of where they live or what they can
afford to pay.

The Guardian will engage with the most critical issues of our time – from the escalating climate
catastrophe to widespread inequality to the influence of big tech on our lives. At a time when
factual information is a necessity, we believe that each of us, around the world, deserves access to
accurate reporting with integrity at its heart.

Our editorial independence means we set our own agenda and voice our own opinions. Guardian
journalism is free from commercial and political bias and not influenced by billionaire owners or
shareholders. This means we can give a voice to those less heard, explore where others turn away,
and rigorously challenge those in power.

We hope you will consider supporting us today. We need your support to keep delivering quality
journalism that’s open and independent. Every reader contribution, however big or small, is so
valuable. Support The Guardian from as little as $1 – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.

Richly lyrical … Sol Gabetta performs the Cello Concerto by
Mieczysław Weinberg. Photograph: Chris Christodoulou/BBC

The Proms continue until 14 September.
This review was amended on 7 August to correct the statement that Stasevska is the youngest to
be appointed to a titled position at a major London orchestra.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/proms


PATHETIQUE FOR A WOMAN CONDUCTOR
By Norman Lebrecht On August 7, 2019

Dalia Stasevska, the BBC Symphony’s new principal guest conductor, made a nervous debut last night at the BBC Proms.

She was not helped by wearing a kimono-type garment with a peacock design and �apping sleeves. It de�ected attention from what should have been the

musician’s main focus – her hands. Stasevska, 34, uses a long baton with textbook motions. Her left hand, so far as I could see past the sleeve, was curiously

unexpressive, the �ngers static and together.

A Finn of Ukrainian origin, she gave a �dgety account of the Sibelius Karelia suite, not much light and shade and very little to draw the ear off the beaten path.

The London premiere of Mieczyslaw Weinberg’s 1956 cello concerto (and Weinberg’s �rst hearing at the Proms) went much better, thanks to the soloist Sol

Gabetta, who has toured the work across Germany to great acclaim. Rippled with Jewish themes and klezmer evocations, embedded with ideas that the

composer’s friend Shostakovich borrowed for his own concerto four years later, the half-hour work has so much going on between the lines that I kept wanting

to press the pause button for instant replay.

Gabetta, in a show-stealing backless dress, kept the eye off Stasevska, who seemed less laboured by now, more comfortable with the idiom and evidently more

connected to the players, though the concertmaster Igor Yuzefovich looked lost in a world all his own.

Which left, after the interval, Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique Symphony, a challenge for any young conductor bearing in mind the interpretative legacy that listeners

bring to any new performance – Mravinsky, Furtwängler, Karajan, Kubelik, Solti, Abbado, Muti, Tennstedt, Masur, to mention just my own milestones.

The symphony started well, the tempi taut and credible, and it got to be so con�dent that Stasevska was able to stand back in the second movement and lower

the baton, letting the orchestra play on auto-pilot, always a good sign in a new conductor. The allegro third movement was almost joyous – if such as word is

not out of place in the Pathétique – and, if the �nale lacked ultimate pathos, the narrative direction was never less than lucid. It was a good performance,

redeeming in many ways. This conductor will have better nights.

UPDATE: Should we just ignore what an artist wears?

 

photo: Chris Christodoulou/BBC

Player of the night: The BBC’s principal bassoon Amy Harman.

And here’s an earlier performance of the Weinberg, conducted by Stasevska’s teachedr, Mikko Franck:

https://slippedisc.com/2019/08/07/
https://slippedisc.com/2019/07/women-conductors-2019-whos-up-whos-down/
https://slippedisc.com/2019/08/is-is-unprofessional-to-report-on-what-an-artist-wears/
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Now you know how I feel — most likely in the company of many
women who �nd themselves stumbling upon the headline on
Norman Lebrecht’s new review, ‘Pathetique for a woman conductor’.

Writing for Slipped Disc on August 7 (also responsible for publishing a
report that tore into an under-age Australian musician and his
budding career), Norman let rip about new BBC Symphony principal
guest conductor Dalia Stasevska and her “nervous debut” at the BBC
Proms.

I can’t tell you what Norman was wearing while writing his review, but
there may be a chance his garments were sti� and outdated, as they
enabled him to produce music criticism in the following fashion:

She was not helped by wearing a kimono-type garment with a
peacock design and �apping sleeves. It de�ected attention
from what should have been the musician’s main focus – her
hands. Stasevska, 34, uses a long baton with textbook motions.
Her left hand, so far as I could see past the sleeve, was
curiously unexpressive, the �ngers static and together.

While typing, it may intrigue you to know I am a woman wearing a
plain black shirt, matching the shade of my feminine soul while
reading about Dalia.

Nevertheless, had Dalia chosen to wear a di�erent style of women’s
clothing, she may have been in the running to compete for this male
critic’s attention (a bulk of his short review focusing on the out�ts). As
Norman highlights, soloist Sol Gabetta took to the stage “in a show-
stealing backless dress, kept the eye o� Stasevska” – and was
“evidently more connected to the players”.

(While I wasn’t in attendance, I would take an educated guess that
this cellist’s primary intention was to perform music that would steal
the show. But, hey.)

While Norman acknowledges Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique symphony is “a
challenge for any young conductor”, he still doesn’t hesitate to make
a point of the particular challenge it presents to a conductor sans
penis.

It may even have been “a good performance, redeeming in many
ways”, Norman admits.
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 FEMALE CONDUCTOR GENDER BIAS

But will the success of a woman conductor (or any conductor, for that
matter) receive as many clicks as a headline using sexism as bait?

Probably not.

Above: The photo published alongside Norman’s
review. I can see her hands pretty clearly…can you?

For another perspective on ‘Pathetique for a woman
conductor’, you might like to check out ‘No, no,
Norman’ in which writer Amy Nagoski links this
objecti�cation of women to the #metoo movement.

If you’d like to read a credible and musical review of
Dalia and this event, we’d recommend this one in The
Guardian.

Featured image via Unsplash.
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